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Under a new light
Lots of patience, much experience and good dexterity.
These are the secrets for aesthetic restoration of the car.
And "detailing" will be perfect with the right products
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Eugenio Martignani

n some film scenes we see the old car of
an elderly nobleman abandoned in a barn,
which is brought back to its splendid form
when passed on to his grandson. Fiction
or reality? What was fiction yesterday
has become reality today. The merit goes to "car
detailing", a technique of meticulous vehicle
regeneration launched in the United States
around the 50s. "Detail" refers to the "detailer",
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#Labocosmetica Center

a new figure that fits between the washer and
the panel beater, the specialist who manages to
make an old car new again, blurred by time and
the owner’s neglect. All this without resorting
to drastic interventions, such as painting it from
scratch, because it is essential for the collector
to keep all the original components, restoring
them without replacing them or altering their
nature. This is why the detailer has become more

and more important, after spreading throughout
Europe at the beginning of the 90s and reaching
Italy around 8 or 9 years ago.

A job that is not invented

Ma-Fra is the leading Italian company in the
cleaning and maintenance of cars, founded way
back in 1965, and which adhered to the cause
of car detailing, thereby creating a specific line

Car Detailing

What was fiction
yesterday
HAS BECOME
REALITY
TODAY.
The merit goes to
“CAR DETAILING”,
a technique of
METICULOUS
VEHICLE
REGENERATION
launched in the
United States around
the 50s
of products. #Labocosmetica is the Ma-Fra
division dedicated to this cleaning technique
and the results are surprising, as shown by
the intervention on a Ferrari F40, which we
documented. But the right products are not
enough, it takes experience and expertise, for
example, to understand the thickness of aged
paint and to polish it without removing the
layer of colour. For this reason, Ma-Fra has set
up training courses at its headquarters and has
created the "Ma-Fra Elite Point", where the
customer can go at leisure, with peace of mind
that their precious car is in the right hands.
The detailer's work consists of patience, a lot
of time and infinite passion for cleaning, which
almost borders on fanaticism. Hours of work
are not enough for the perfect car detailing of
a car affected by time – it takes several days
and the right tools.

Rim decontamination with #P-Ray
Pre-wash with
Neutral Shampoo
#Neve

Processing sheet
Car detailing follows a precise pattern and every
intervention is programmed on the processing
sheet. First of all, the technician thoroughly
inspects the car, which is previously washed
so as not to conceal any imperfections. The
customer is then offered various possibilities
of intervention, more or less complete, and the
related costs, so as to offer the most appropriate
solution. Total detailing requires days of
processing and expensive products, like the
best perfumes. In fact, a job well done costs
around Euro 1,500 or 2,000, but it can also
reach Euro 3,000 in the more difficult cases.
The treatment steps follow a precise logical
process to remove impurities without affecting
other parts of the car.

Elimination of ferrous residues from the bodywork with the chemical decontaminant #P-Ray
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Before the polishing
treatment on plexiglass

THE STEPS OF
CAR DETAILING
After the
treatment

Detailed work
on the inside of the door
Removal of carbon
residue from the
discharges with
#Cronos

The rear window is back
to its original splendour

An attentive eye
Only then is the car truly stripped, having no
superficial impurities. The cleaning treatment has
obviously also been extended to inside the wheel
arches and the more hidden parts. The detailer
proceeds with the inspection of the support and
the chromium and plastic parts, using a special
lamp that highlights the superficial defects: like
an investigator just out of an American TV series,
they detect any minimal scratch on the paint.
Furthermore, not all scratches are the same and
require different interventions. The polishing
step requires an average of 15 hours and more.
The car must go back to shining like a mirror
and this is why the bodywork is illuminated
with special spotlights to highlight the forms:
it looks like a photo shoot! Once polishing is
complete, a special protection is applied on the

car and this is previously agreed upon with the
customer because its cost changes according to
the desired duration of the protection: in fact,
with just a few drops of a nanoceramic sealant,
it can last from a few months up to two years,
since a thin transparent film coats the varnish,
which isolates it from atmospheric agents. During
this step, the manual skills of the operator are
decisive – this is why Ma-Fra organises training
courses for detailers – because if a mistake is made
while applying the protection, the mark that it
creates is so resistant that it becomes difficult to
remove. Then, after the protective treatment, the
bodywork no longer requires aggressive washes
because the dirt will all slip away. The work is
complete – the ability of the detailer and the right
products have accomplished the miracle! The old
opaque paint, the oxidised chrome parts and the

#LABOCOSMETICA is the Ma-Fra division
dedicated to car detailing and the results
ARE SURPRISING, as shown by this
intervention on a FERRARI F40
Mechanical decontamination with Clay Bar
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Difference
between the
polished and
non parts on
the carbon
door

1) DECONTAMINATION OF RIMS AND
WHEELS
It is the first step of the work and consists
of eliminating impurities from the rims
and dirt from the bodywork due to smog.
2) PRE-WASH
The dirt deposited on the bodywork is
removed using a specific product.
3) WASH
There are various types of products,
each useful for certain washes, and once
the right one is chosen, the wash can be
proceeded with.
4) CHEMICAL DECONTAMINATION OF THE
BODYWORK WITH SPECIFIC PRODUCTS
The operator already understands how the
paint reacts, because if the specific shampoo
turns purple, it means that it is acting correctly.
This process must also be carried out on
the more hidden parts, such as the exhaust
pipes, which must shine again, like new.
Once this step is complete, it is rinsed.
5) DRYING
Every trace of moisture must disappear
from the bodywork, using microfiber cloths
that do not scratch the paint.
6) MECHANICAL DECONTAMINATION
All remaining dirt is eliminated using
decontaminated clay and a specific lubricant.
THE TOOLS
From the orbital polisher to the microfiber
cloth, and the different brushes: the
detailer's work is halfway between modern
technology and manual craftsmanship.
A car detailing centre has state-ofthe-art equipment that must be used
by expert hands (it takes very little to
remove the paint ... for which there is
no remedy) and patience and maniacal
care are indispensable ingredients. The
preliminary work of thorough cleaning
of the plentiful gaps, slots and joints on
the car must be carried out with simple
tools, such as small brushes, to remove
even the smallest of impurities before
applying protective products.

Car Detailing
Polishing with a rotorbital system carried out by Ma-Fra
master detailer, Fabio d'Avenia

The STC
nanoceramic
coating gives longlasting protection
and gloss to the
bodywork

Application of the STC nanoceramic coating

faded plastics are back as new. Those who then
want to maintain their brilliant jewel looking
as though it has just left the car detailing, can
fix a regular maintenance appointment, every
two months or so, for constant protection that
lasts over time.

#Labocosmetica
A PATENTED LINE
It is written with the "pound" sign (#) in front,
the symbol that distinguishes each of the 17 specific products of the #Labocosmetica line, highly professional and intended for car detailing,
with specific components dosed in percentages
and concentrations higher than the average of
products for bodywork maintenance. They are
intended for car professionals, who know how
to evaluate the most suitable product, how to

1965

The year Ma-Fra was founded

THE DETAILING
SCHOOL
aims to
TRAIN
SUCCESSFUL
ENTREPRENEURS
use it and in what dosage. A complete range
that embodies all the technology concentrate
of over 50 years.

The story of Ma-Fra

Ma-Fra was founded in 1965 with the slogan
"Cosmetics for your car". Gianfranco Mattioli,
its founder, transfers the principles of human
cosmetics to the automotive sector and launches
a new line of products dedicated to car cleaning
and hygiene, while also embracing the nautical
and motorcycle sectors. Since then, Ma-Fra
has grown to become a leading company in
the market, with differentiated products for
the private sector and for the sector operators.

Today it has its own cutting-edge research
laboratory, which allows it to design and test
new product lines before putting them on the
market.

Ma-Fra Detailing School
THE LEARNING SCHOOL
You can not improvise as a detailer. Ma-Fra is
convinced of this and for this reason it created a
laboratory-studio in the company in Baranzate,
on the outskirts of Milan, where to train and
form new professional detailers. The students
learn to know the different car surfaces and
how to treat them gently without wasting the
paint. They then learn how to use the different
products according to a precise logic and above
all, how to create their own laboratory with the
right lighting, which allows them to study lights
and shadows of the bodywork to highlight the
imperfections that are to be treated. Ma-Fra then
selects the best Italian detailing centres that will
benefit from the qualification as a Ma-Fra Point
and can then be found with the Autobenessere
app. The customer will be able to contact them
serenely because their car will be cared for by
expert hands.
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